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Abstract

Using data from extensive vibrational tests of the new aircraft Saab
���� a combined method for vibration analysis is studied� The method
is based on a realization algorithm followed by standard prediction er�
ror methods �PEM�� We �nd that the realization algorithm gives good
initial model parameter estimates that can be further improved by the
use of PEM� We use the method to get insights into the vibrational
eigenmodes�
Keywords� System identi�cation	 modal analysis	 state�space meth�
ods	 realization algorithm	 model validation	 application�

� Introduction

System Identi�cation concerns the problem of building mathematical mod�
els from observed input�output data� This area formally includes a large
number of industrial problems� Traditionally several of these have not been
dealt with using conventional System Identi�cation methodology� Vibra�
tional analysis is one such problem area� where other approaches have been
dominating� primarily direct Fourier domain analysis and realization based
techniques�

Vibrational mode analysis is of interest in many industrial branches� A
vibrational mode is characterized by frequency and damping and is directly
related to the mechanical structure� Therefore mode monitoring can be of
signi�cant importance for failure detection� e�g� in turbines or oil platforms
��� �	� In the aircraft industry vibrational modes are estimated and analyzed
both for safety and comfort purposes� The modes of the wing structure�
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e�g�� are of great importance to evaluate risks of oscillation and fatigue and
for deciding forces at landing� A great deal of e
ort is therfore spent on
establishing the vibrational structure modes of an aircraft� both by ground
experiment and during experimental �ight tests�

In this contribution we shall study data from vibrational �ground ex�
periment on the new commercial aircraft SAAB ����� developed by SAAB
Aircraft Company� Link�oping� Sweden� We investigate a combination of
methods based on realization algorithm and based on maximum�likelihood
�prediction error approaches� Parameterization issues and evaluation mea�
sures play an important role in the application� and these questions will be
dealt with in some detail�

The paper is organized as follows� Section � deals with the basic problem
formulation� while the chosen identi�cation method �a combination of two
approaches is described in Section �� In Section � some criteria for model
validation are discussed� The experiments and results of the identi�cation
are in section �� The �nal Section � contains the conclusions�

� Problem Formulation

��� Motivation

Analyses made during the design process of an aircraft are regularly required
to be substantiated by tests� The vibrational properties� used for e�g� �utter
and landing load analyses� are usually validated by comparison with data
from ground vibration tests� Also �ight tests are performed in order to vali�
date analytical model properties� such as vibrational damping versus speed�
Traditionally� ground vibration tests are performed using an aircraft placed
on a very �exible supporting mechanism� The excitation is made by a few�
say up to ten� shakers limited to a few hundred Newtons in load magnitude�
The test results reported in this paper is from an experimental study� in
which the structural damping properties at extremely high vibrational mag�
nitudes were of major concern� The vibrations were of such magnitude that
traditional excitation was not feasible� Instead� the aircraft structure �see
Figure � was tied down� by use of tensioned wires� and instantaneously let
loose to vibrate in a free decaying motion� Using the methods presented
here� reliable results were quickly produced� Also the methods were found
to be su�ciently robust for industrial use�

��� Modal Parameters in Vibrational Analysis

The acceleration at each point yi�t� i � �� � � � p� of a free�decaying sub�
critically damped linear vibrating structure can be described as a sum of
exponentially damped sinusoidals� each with a natural frequency �k and a
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damping ratio �k

yi�t �

n��X
k��

�i�ke
��k�ktsin��kt � �i�k ��

where �i�k and �i�k are real constants and �k � �k�
q

�� ��k �

The structural deformation pattern �amplitude and phase related to
each sinusoidal is referred to as the modal shapes� The frequencies and
corresponding damping ratios and the modal shapes are altogether referred
to as modal parameters of the structure�

Sampled measurements of the acceleration at a discrete set of locations
of a vibrating mechanical structure can be modeled by the impulse response
of a discrete time linear multi�output state�space model

x�t � � � Ax�t � Bu�t
y�t � Cx�t

� ��

where y�t � R
p� u�t � R and x�t � R

n with n equal the order of the
system� In �� we let the time t be normalized with the sampling period�
The p output channels of the model y�t � R

p describes the acceleration at p
points of the structure� Assuming all modes are sub�critically damped each
complex conjugate eigenvalue pair of the A matrix in the linear state�space
model �� is associated with a complex conjugate pair of vibrating modes�
From this eigenvalue pair the frequency and damping ratio can easily be
determined�

Denote by f the sampling frequency and by 	�k �A� k � �� � � � � n��� the
eigenvalues of A from the state�space model with positive imaginary part�
The frequencies and damping ratios are then determined by

�k � Im�log 	�k f ��

�k � j	�k j ��

�k � �Re�log 	�k f��k ��

The associated modal shape is equivalent to a column of the C matrix
of a complex diagonal realization of the system �see ����

The modal parameters of a mechanical system can thus be determined
from a discrete time state�space model of the acceleration� If the mechanical
structure is excited with an impulse or is released from an initial state� a
state�space model can be identi�ed from accelerometer measurements at
selected points of the mechanical structure�
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� Identi�cation Method

Given measured data yt� ut� t � �� � � � � N �� from an experiment performed
on the system� the aim of the identi�cation process is to yield estimates of
A�B�C in �� such that the �t to measured data

V �
�

N

N��X
t��

jyt � y�tj� ��

is minimized� The minimization of V in �� is equal to minimize the predic�
tion error criterion for an output�error model� see ���	� The focus will be on
the case when the input is equal to an impulse signal

ut �

�
�� t � �
�� t 
 �

��

and hence� the measured output is equal to the impulse response of the
system�

The problem of estimating a linear model from impulse response data
is equivalent to that of estimating the parameters of damped or undamped
sinusoids hidden in noise� i�e�� to �t the weighted sum �� to a given set
of noisy data yt� The �rst solution to the problem is due to Prony ��	 and
variations of his method are described in several books on numerical analysis�
���� �� ��	� More recent methods are the realization based algorithms� ����
��� ��� �	� and optimal maximum likelihood methods� for undamped signals�
���	� Vibrational analysis applications using realization type algorithms are
described in ���� �� ��	� All these methods �ts linear models to the data but
do not minimize the prediction errors ���

In this paper we will describe an approach to solve the stated minimiza�
tion problem �� by combining the subspace based realization algorithm by
Kung ���	 with standard prediction error minimization�

By merging these two very di
erent approaches we obtain a method
which utilize the advantages of both� The key idea is to use the non�iterative
realization algorithms to obtain an initial estimate of a state�space model� If
noise is present this model will be an approximation of the true system� The
state�space model so obtained is then converted to some state�space real�
ization appropriate for parameterization� Finally� the parameterized model
is used as an initial estimate for the iterative prediction error method� Ex�
perience suggests that this last step can signi�cantly improve the �t of the
model to measured data� If the model order is high� the initial estimate
provided by the realization algorithm step is crucial since the prediction er�
ror method� which involves a non�linear optimization� typically is trapped
in local minima if the initial estimate is far from being able to describe the
true system�
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��� Identi�cation with a Realization Algorithm

The �block Hankel matrix constructed from the impulse response of a �nite�
dimensional linear system has some algebraic properties which can be used
to construct a state�space realization� The basic property is that the rank
of this Hankel matrix is equal to the order of the linear system which was
noted in ���	� Full realization algorithms are described in ��� ��	 and ���	�
These algorithms is not applicable to real identi�cation problems since all
algorithms require noise�free data� In the noisy case the Hankel matrix is
generically a full rank matrix�

In ���	 a singular value decomposition of the Hankel matrix was intro�
duced to approximate the full rank matrix with a low rank one and then use
the techniques of the original realization algorithms� A similar approach also
using the singular value decomposition is described in ���	� The eigensystem
realization algorithm �ERA by ��	 is a slightly generalized version of the al�
gorithm by Zeiger and McEwen ���	� Modal analysis by realization type
algorithms has successfully been used for systems excited by non�stationary
stochastic processes ��� ��	� The identi�cation algorithm by Kung ���	 has
been used in this work and will brie�y be reiterated in the following�

Assume we are given N � i � j � � measurements yt of an impulse
response� Construct the block�Hankel matrix

Hij �

�
������

y� y� � � � yj

y�
��� � � � yj��

���
���

���
���

yi yi�� � � � yi�j��

�
������ ��

where i 
 n and j � n is the number of block rows and columns respectively�
Form the singular value decomposition

Hij �
h
U� U�

i 	 �� �
� ��


 	
V T
�

V T
�



��

where the diagonal matrix �� contains the n principal singular values� If we
assume that yt is noise�free and originates from ��� Hij will be of rank n
and hence �� � �� A realization of �� is then calculated as follows� Denote
by U� and U� the sub�matrices formed from U� by removing the p �rst and
last rows respectively� The �A matrix is given by

�A � �U��
���
� yU��

���
� ���

where ��y is the Moore�Penrose pseudo inverse� By introducing the selection
matrices

ET
p �

h
Ip �p � � � �p

i
� ET

m �
h
Im �p � � � �p

i
���
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where Ii denotes the i�i identity matrix and �i denotes the i�i zero matrix�
�B and �C are given by

�B � ��
���
�

�V T
� Em� �C � ET

p
�U�

��
���
�

���

The estimated system � �A� �B� �C is related to the original system �A�B�C
by a similarity transformation and hence� their input�output properties coin�
cide� If we use this algorithm on noisy data or data from a high order system
�true order 
 n ��� will not be identically zero and the system � �A� �B� �C is
an approximation of the true system� This approximation does not neces�
sarily minimize ��� However� our practical experience is that models which
are close to the minimum are provided by the algorithm�

��� Prediction Error Minimization

The prediction error identi�cation methods �PEM contain the most known
and used methods for system identi�cation and has been developed and
analyzed extensively during the last three decades� For a unifying treatment
we refer to ���	� Here we will concentrate on the state�space model ��� Since
a noise model is not included� the model �� is commonly referred to as an
output�error form�

The state�space system matrices �A�B�C are parameterized using a pa�
rameter vector � to obtain the parameterized predictor model

�x�t � � � A���x�t � B��u�t
�y�tj� � C���x�t

� ���

One possible parameterization� using a minimal number of parameters
needed� is given by the multivariable identi�able forms� also called canonical
forms� see ���	� The parameter vector � and hence the model is obtained by
minimizing the squared sum of the prediction errors

�� � arg min
�

�

N

NX
t��

jyt � �y�tj�j� ���

This minimization is in general nonlinear in the parameters � and an ana�
lytical solution is not feasible� Hence� ��� has to be solved by an iterative
minimization method� e�g� a Gauss�Newton algorithm ��	� The success of
this approach is to a large extent dependent on the initial estimate from
which the iterative method is started� This fact becomes increasingly sig�
ni�cant as model complexity grows�

��
�� Linear Least�Squares Estimation

From the initial estimate obtained from the realization algorithms it is fairly
simple to improve the model quality by re�estimating the C matrix from the
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estimation data by assuming A and B �xed� This can be done by means
of minimizing the squared prediction error yt � �y�t� For �xed �A and �B�
the impulse response �y�t is a linear function of C� Thus� the estimation is
easily accomplished by an ordinary least�squares solution�

Assume that yt� t � �� � � � � N � is the noisy impulse response� We can
then write h

y� y� � � � yN
i

� �C �CN �
h
v� v� � � � vN

i
���

where �CN is the N block row extended controllability matrix constructed
from �A and �B

�CN �
h

�B �A �B � � � �AN�� �B
i

���

and vi the residuals� The least�squares solutions to estimate C is

�C �
h
y� y� � � � yN

i
�CyN � ���

where ��y is the Moore�Penrose pseudo�inverse� If � �A� �B is a controllable
pair �CN will be of full rank n and the solution �C unique�

A completely dual approach is obtained if we consider the estimation of
B� assuming �A and �C �xed�

Either of these least�square steps will move the model closer to the pre�
diction error minimum �� and thus improve the speed of convergence for
the �nal step� the non�linear iterative prediction error minimization�

��
�
 Numerically E�ective Identiable Parameterizations

The state�space model� obtained from the realization algorithm and further
re�ned with the least�squares estimation� is now an excellent initial model
for prediction error minimization� In order to perform the non�linear opti�
mization by the Gauss�Newton method we need a parameterization of the
state�space model� The parameterization should be designed with the focus
on vibrational analysis applications� The characteristics in the case here
under study are single�input system with a large number of complex poles
as well as a large number of outputs�

During the prediction error minimization using a Gauss�Newton method
the main computational e
ort lies in calculating the gradient and in the
search for a lower value of the criterion along the Gauss�Newton direction�
From ��� notice that the gradient of �y�tj� with respect to the elements
in the C matrix is equivalent to the state �x�t� Henceforth� this gradient
calculation is easily accomplished� For our case with many outputs an ad�
vantageous parameterization uses many parameters in the C matrix�

Since we are dealing with self adjoint systems the A matrix can be made
diagonal by a change of state�space basis and we can derive a parameteri�
zation which is both minimal� numerically e�cient and well conditioned�
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��
�� An Identiable Parameterization

Consider a minimal system �A�B�C with a non�de�cient A matrix and m �
� �single input system� Then there exists a non�singular matrix T � C

n�n

such that
T��AT � � � diag �	�� 	�� � � � � 	n� ���

where 	i � C are the poles of the system� We also impose a total ordering
of the eigenvalues such that the primary ordering is by the imaginary part
and the secondary ordering is based on the real part� Since A is a real
matrix� for each complex eigenvalue 	i there exists a j �� i such that 	i � 	�j
where ��� denotes complex conjugate� If we use T as the complex similarity
transformation� we obtain the system

��� Bc� Cc � �T��AT� T��B�CT  ���

in the complex diagonal state�space form� The complex diagonal form ���
does not provide an identi�able parameterization since the diagonal form is
preserved by diagonal non�singular similarity transformations

T � diag �t�� � � � � tn� ���

and is thus non�unique� An identi�able parameterization is obtained if we
add the constraint

Bc �
h

�� � � � � �
iT

���

on the system� The minimality of the system implies that this choice of Bc

always is possible� The two conditions� the ordered diagonal form of � and
���� make this form identi�able since it is not possible to �nd any similarity
transformation which preserves this structure�

If we consider a general multivariable system with non�repeated poles�
the described diagonal form can easily be extended to multi�input systems
under the assumption that the system is controllable from the �rst input�
An identi�able parameterization is then obtained by introducing parameters
for all rows and from the second up to the mth column of Bc� while keeping
�xed ones in the �rst column� In this case� the total number of parameters
becomes n�p�m� The controllability requirement from the �rst input can
be relaxed if a more complex method of �xing ones in the Bc matrix is
devised� This leads to a set of non�overlapping parameterizations�

The main advantages of this type of parameterization is the simple cou�
pling between parameters and poles of the system as well as� for a free
decaying system� relative amplitude and phases between di
erent outputs�
The decoupling of the states also� as stated before� leads to a low compu�
tational load� Disadvantages are the restriction to systems which have non�
repeated poles and� for the multi�input case� that the system is required to
be controllable from the �rst input�
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��
�� Block Diagonal Identiable Parameterization

It is sometimes required� �usually for implementation reasons� that the
parameterization results in a state�space system with real�valued matrices�
It is straight forward to derive such a form from the complex diagonal re�
alization ��� with the added constraint on Bc ���� The columns of Cc

corresponding to real�valued eigenvalues are also real�valued and thus need
no change�

For the sub�system corresponding to complex eigenvalues we can obtain a
block diagonal form by employing a block diagonal similarity transformation
matrix

Tb �
�p
�

diag

�	
� i
� �i



� � � � �

	
� i
� �i


�
� ���

With the transformation above the block diagonal sub�system results in a
realization

�Ab� Bb� Cb � �T��b �Tb� T
��
b Bc� CcTb� ���

Here Ab is a block diagonal matrix where each block element has the form

fAbgkk �

	
Re�	�k  �Im�	�k 
Im�	�k  Re�	�k 



� ���

where f	�k g are the n�� eigenvalues with positive imaginary parts� The Bb

matrix is of the form

Bb �
h

� � � � � � � � �
iT

� ���

The Cb matrix becomes real but without any particular structure� The
number of parameters in this structure is n�p � � as before�

Example ��� A fourth order system with two outputs has a block diagonal
parameterization given by

x�t � � �

�
����
�� ��� � �
�� �� � �
� � �� ���
� � �� ��

�
���� x�t �

�
����

�
�
�
�

�
���� u�t

y�t �

	
�	 �
 �� ���
�� � ��� ���



x�t

� ���

�

��� System Order Selection

An important user choice is the number of states� or modes� to use in ���
A possible guideline is to choose the model order equal to the number of
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�large� singular values of the Hankel matrix �� since the rank is equal to
the model order in the noise free case� However� the presence of noise and
structural nonlinearities usually make the Hankel matrix �� of full rank�
However� if a clear gap exists among the largest and the smallest singular
values of ��� it is natural to regard the largest singular values as originating
from the linear system and the smallest ones from noise and nonlinearities�
Other evaluation criteria usually plays an even more important part in the
the �nal choice of model order and this will be the topic of the next section�

� Evaluation Criteria

In the process of deriving accurate models� validation plays an important
role� In the validation step estimated models are evaluated in the light
of other information than used in the estimation step� Typically a second
independent data set is used to determine the quality of the estimated model�
If the result is not satisfying new models� often of di
erent order� is re�
estimated and again evaluated until satisfactory models have been found�

In this section we will describe two di
erent methods suited for model
quality evaluation� First a cross�validation technique will be described which
instead of using an independent data set �in time will use an independent
output channel set �in space� Secondly� we introduce the Modal Coherence
Indicators� These indicators� one for each estimated pole or complex pole
pair� indicate the quality of each mode by comparing the measured impulse
response to the estimated model�

��� Cross�Validation

If several experiments are performed on the same system under similar con�
ditions one set of measurements can be used for estimation and the other
independent set to validate the model� When only one data set is available
but consists of a large number of output channels �here accelerometer mea�
surements we can divide the outputs into two disjoint sets� If the division is
made in such a way that all modes are present in both sets we can estimate
a model using only one set of output channels and validate using the other
set� In this paper we have used this latter method�

Assume the estimated model is given by � �A� �B� �C derived using the es�
timation output set� To validate this model� we estimate �Cv using the val�
idation outputs� Since the matrix is linear in the outputs� given �A and �B�
�Cv is calculated by minimizing �� using an ordinary least�squares solution�

As a measure of model quality we will use the sample prediction error
variance

�V �
�

N

NX
t��

jyt � �y�tj��j� ���

��



which equals the residuals from the estimation of �Cv� Since Cv is estimated
using the validation channels� only the frequencies and damping ratios can
be considered validated using this method�

��� Modal Coherence Indicators

The most straight�forward way to determine the validity of a state�space
model �A�B�C with respect to a measured empirical impulse response is
simply to calculate the impulse response of the state�space model and com�
pare it with the empirical one� e�g� calculate the norm of the errors� This
type of measure only describes the total performance of the model and gives
no information about which modes of the model are accurate and which are
not� The modes are easily accessible from the eigenvalues of the A matrix
but they are fairly hidden in the empirical impulse response unless a model is
estimated from the impulse response� Hence� it is somewhat di�cult to ob�
tain a distributed measure which describes the quality of each of the modes
of the system �A�B�C by comparing the empirical impulse response and
the system �A�B�C to each other without explicitly estimating a model�

The Modal Amplitude Coherence� introduced by Juang et al� ��	 is one
approach to obtain quality measures connected to each of the estimated
modes of the system� This measure uses the controllability matrix of the
estimated state�space model and is only de�ned for state�space models de�
rived from the realization algorithm by Kung ���	 or Zeiger�McEwen �ERA
���	� Here we will generalize this measure for arbitrary estimation methods
and present a practical method of how to calculate it�

Assume an impulse response fy�tgNt�� and a state�space realization
�A�B�C is given� For one model a set of Modal Coherence Indicators
�k� k � �� � � � � n is determined� Each indicator �k is associated with one
eigenvalue 	k of the matrix A� The set of indicators �k is calculated by
comparing the extended observability and controllability matrices from the
model �A�B�C with the extended observability and controllability matri�
ces directly derived from the empirical impulse response using the complex
diagonal form as a state�space basis�

A fundamental problem in the comparison is that the controllability and
observability matrices must be converted to a unique common basis in order
to make any meaningful comparison� In what follows we will introduce a
state�space realization in a normal form as well as a normal form of a singular
value decomposition of a matrix� These normal forms form a common unique
description basis which can be transformed to the complex diagonal form�

Let the extended observability and controllability matrices Oi and Cj be
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de�ned as

Oi �

�
�����

C
CA

���
CAi��

�
����� ���

Cj �
h
B AB � � � Aj��B

i
���

with the dimensions Oi � R
pi�n and Cj � R

n�mj�

Denition ��� A state�space model �A�B�C is in ij�balanced normal

form if the i�extended observability matrix ��� and j�extended controlla�
bility matrix ��� satisfy the relations

OT
i Oi � CjCTj � � ���

where � � diag��� �� � � � � n with � � � � � � � � n � � and if the �rst
non�zero element in each column of Oj is positive� �

A minimal system can always be transformed to the ij�balanced normal
form� see ���	�

Denition ��
 The SVD factorization �� is a normal form singular

value decomposition if �� � diag��� �� � � � � n with � 
 � 
 � � � 

n 
 � and the �rst non�zero element in each column of U� is positive� �

Consider the SVD �� of the Hankel matrix Hij constructed from the
given impulse response satisfying the sign condition in De�nition ���� Then

Od
i � U��

���
� ���

and
Cdj � �

���
� V T

� � ���

are the observability and controllability matrices of a system of order n
directly inferred from the given impulse response� Notice that

Od
i
TOd

i � Cdj Cdj
T

� ��� ���

which we� from De�nition ���� recall as ij�balanced normal form� Hence
we can say that the data�inferred observability and controllability matrices
are given in ij�balanced normal form� The two normal forms constitute a
common description basis with the following property 

Lemma ��� Consider an ij�balanced normal form �A�B�C with the ex�

tended observability and controllability matrices Oi and Cj� respectively� and
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a normal form SVD factorization as in De�nition ��� of a Hankel matrix

Hij with non�repeated singular values ��� Then

Oj � U��
���
� and Cj � �

���
� V T

� ���

if and only if Hij is constructed from the impulse response of the system

�A�B�C�

Proof� See ���	 �

The result above indicates a way of comparing implicit models given in
impulse response form with explicit models in state�space form by comparing
the observability and controllability matrices respectively�

Consider again the complex diagonal form ��� Bc� Cc from ���� This
realization is particularly interesting since the modes of the systems can
be associated with the diagonal elements of �� which are the poles of the
system� Furthermore� row k of the Bc matrix and column k of the Cc

matrix are associated with the kth pole of the system� We can thus write
the transfer function as the sum

G�z �
nX

k��

�

z � 	k
Ck
cB

k
c � ���

where the superscript denotes column and row numbers� respectively�
Recall that the estimated system �A�B�C given in ij�balanced normal

form has the observability and controllability matrices Oi and Cj� respec�
tively� If T is the complex similarity transformation which diagonalizes A�
the corresponding complex observability and controllability matrices are

Oc
i � OiT� Ccj � T��Cj � ���

Note that the kth column of Oc
i � as well as the kth row of Ccj � is associated

with the kth eigenvalue 	k�
Consider the normal form SVD factorization �� of the Hankel matrix

Hij� If the Hankel matrix is constructed from the impulse response of the
system �A�B�C� it is clear from Lemma ��� that

Oc
i � U��

���
� T and Ccj � T���

���
� V T

� � ���

where T is given by ����
From the two relations ��� we can for each eigenvalue 	k compare the

columns of the observability relation with each other and the rows of the
controllability relation�

Denition ��� The modal observability coherence �ok is de�ned as

�ok �
j�Oc

i ekHU��
���
� Tekj

�j�Oc
i ekHOc

i ekjj�U��
���
� TekHU��

���
� Tekj���

� k � ��� � � � � n	� ���

��



The modal controllability coherence �ck is de�ned as

�ck �
jeTk Ccj �eTk T������

� V T
� H j

jeTk Ccj �eTk Ccj H jjeTk T������
� V T

� �eTk T
���

���
� V T

� H j���
� k � ��� � � � � n	

���
where Oc

i and Ccj are given by ��� and U���� and V� are given by �� and
T by ��� and ek is a unit vector with a one in position k�

Furthermore� the Modal Coherence Indicator is de�ned as

�k � �ck�
o
k� k � �� � � � � n ���

�

Given a state�space model and an impulse response the set f�kgnk�� of
Modal Coherence Indicators describes the �coherence� between the modes
of the state�space model and the impulse response and thus serves as a
distributed model quality measure�

We can now state the following theorem�

Theorem ��� The properties of the Modal Coherence Indicators from Def�

inition ��� are

�k � ��� �	� �k � ��� �� � � � � n	 ���

and if the Hankel matrix Hij and the system �A�B�C share the same im�

pulse response coe	cients we have

�k � �� �k � ��� �� � � � � n	� ���

Proof� The result follows trivially from De�nition ��� and Lemma ���� �

The modal controllability coherence measure from De�nition ��� is equal
to the Modal Amplitude Coherence introduced in ��	 if the state�space model
�A�B�C originates from the algorithm by Zeiger�McEwen or the ERA�
algorithm� The novelty of the introduced method is that given any state�
space model and an impulse response� the Modal Coherence Indicators can
be calculated�

Depending on how the state�space model is estimated the observability
and controllability modal coherence can yield quite di
erent results in the
case of noisy impulse response data� The best choice is then to use the
Modal Coherence Indicators as de�ned by ���� A high Modal Coherence
Indicator is then equal to a high observability as well as a high controllability
coherence�

From the de�nition it follows that n Modal Coherence Indicators �MCIs
can be calculated from a system of order n� For a complex conjugate eigen�
value pair the two corresponding MCIs will be equal� For one vibrational
mode we thus only need to consider one MCI� For real eigenvalues each
eigenvalue has a unique MCI�
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��
�� Stabilization Diagram

The Modal Coherence Indicators ��� can be used as a quality tag attached
to each of the vibrational modes of an estimated model� Each vibrational
mode is characterized� among other things� by the frequency �k ��� The
indicators �k can be used in a diagram to visualize frequency location and
modal accuracy� Such a diagram is called a stabilization diagram� In a
stabilization diagram the abscissa axis represents frequency and the ordinate
Modal Coherence� A vertical bar of length �k is plotted for each mode at
the frequency location given by �k� If several models of di
erent orders are
available the corresponding bar graphs can be stacked on top of each other�
starting with the model with the lowest order�

The characteristic of the diagram is that for identi�ed models with too
low order some frequencies �modes give rise to low Modal Coherence In�
dicators �the bars are short� As the model order increases these split into
two or more modes with higher indicators �or disappear again� As the
model order increases the identi�ed frequencies �stabilize�� hence the name
stabilization diagram�

� The Experiments

The experimental results presented here are part of a large�scale experimen�
tal damping survey performed on the Saab ���� aircraft� The study was
aimed at revealing the damping properties and their dependence on defor�
mation of a body�in�green fuselage!wing!nacelle assembly �see Figure ��
The nacelle is the outer casing of the engine� It was suspected before the
test� and veri�ed and quanti�ed by the test� that the damping would in�
crease with increasing vibrational magnitude� The test was divided into
two phases� the �rst consisting of a conventional ground vibration �normal
mode test at a low vibrational level and under stationary harmonic condi�
tions� The second phase was a complementary high vibrational level study�
The results of the test were to be applied in the aircraft load evaluation and
simulation of extremely hard landings �up to � m!s sink rate� The results
presented in this chapter are only from the second phase of the test�

Various excitation locations and magnitudes were used during the second
phase� Snap�back excitations from pre�determined de�ection states were
used as structural inputs� Accelerometers and load cells were used to sense
the structural response� An enormous amount of data were collected during
the test� out of which a selected amount has been used in this section� The
results presented here were obtained during a wing�tip snap�back excitation
from a moderate initial de�ection state ���" of the highest excitation level
used� In this test �� accelerometers were distributed over the wings ���
accelerometers� the nacelles �� and fuselage ��� Load cells were used to
register the reactive loads on the supports and tension in the pre�stressed
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Figure � Test specimen� Location of wing and fuselage accelerometers are
shown as dots �nacelle accelerometers are not shown� All shown accelerom�
eters sense vertical accelerations� Arrows indicate location of the snap�back
cables�

cables used for excitation� A sampling rate of ��� Hz was used and a total
����� samples collected�

��� Data pre�processing

The acceleration response to the snap�back excitation is triggered by the al�
most instantaneous release of cable tension� Thereafter the accelerations are
governed by the free�decay properties of the structure� In the identi�cation
procedure we considered the data as originating from an impulse excitation�

To reduce the amount of data� the measured acceleration signals were
decimated with a factor of two to a sample rate of ��� Hz� To illustrate
the properties of the accelerometer signals a selection of measured channels
is shown in Figure �� In the right hand graphs the �rst ���� samples are
shown� The left graphs focus on the �rst ��� samples� We notice a large
amount of resonant modes with frequencies distributed in a rather wide
range�

Based on visual inspection� the measured signals to be used in the iden�
ti�cation were chosen to be sample numbers �������� By choosing sample
�� as the �rst sample we assure that the snap back excitation has fully taken
place� The output channels were divided into the two disjoint sets of estima�
tion data and validation data� The choice was based on the modal contents
of each channel� The channels were grouped into � groups were each group
represented low� low to medium� medium and high frequency content� This
choice was also based on visual inspection of the �� output channels� The
validation and estimation channels were then selected by drawing from all
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Figure � A selection of measured accelerations at di
erent points of the
test specimen from the snap�back excitation experiment� Notice the large
amount of modes with frequencies distributed in a rather wide range� Left
graphs show the �rst ��� samples of the corresponding graphs to the right�
The data shown is after the decimation step and thus corresponds to a
sampling frequency of ��� Hz�
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Figure � The graph shows the ��� largest singular values of the Hankel
matrix based on the estimation data�

four groups� In this way we ensured approximately the same modal contents
in both data sets�

The estimation data set contains �� accelerometer channels each consist�
ing of ���� samples� The validation data set contains � channels also with
���� samples each� The two data sets were normalized in such a way that
all signals were of equal ��norm�

��� Identi�cation of Vibrational State�Space models

In a �rst step we apply Kung#s algorithm� from Section ���� The major
computational part consists of calculating the SVD of the Hankel matrix
��� To reduce noise in�uence we choose to select i � �� as the number
of block rows of Hij � This choice makes the Hankel matrix almost square�
For validation purposes we also calculate the SVD of the Hankel matrix of
the validation data with i � ��� The magnitudes of the ��� largest singular
values of the Hankel matrix based on the estimation data are depicted in
Figure �� From the �gure we can draw the conclusion that a model order in
the range from �� to �� should be considered�

In the next step� which is aimed at determining the appropriate model
order we focus on both the Modal Coherence Indicators from De�nition ���
and cross�validation techniques� For increasing model orders we estimate
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Figure � �V calculated from the estimation data set �left graph and from the
validation data set �right graph� In the graphs the result from estimated
models of orders �� to �� are depicted� The models are estimated using
Kung#s algorithm followed by a re�estimation of the C matrix�

models �A�B�C from the estimation data using Kung#s algorithm and em�
ploy least�squares estimation of the C matrix to re�ne the models� Recall
that the SVD is already calculated so each new estimation is almost instan�
taneous� Each estimated model is validated by re�estimating a C matrix�
denoted by Cv� now using the validation data set� As a quality measure we
use

�V �
�

N

NX
k��

jgk � �gkj� ���

where fgkg is the validation data set and f�gkg is the impulse response from
the state�space model �A�B�Cv� Also for each estimated model we calcu�
late the Modal Coherence Indicators �MCI �k using the estimated model

�A�B�Cv and the validation data set� In Figure � the resulting �V for mod�

els of even order from �� to �� is shown� The left graph depicts �V calculated

on the estimation data while the right graph shows �V calculated on the val�
idation data� From the two graphs it is not completely clear which model
order seems to be appropriate� From both graphs we can however conclude
that a model order of at least �� is required� A possible candidate is also ��

since �V calculated from the validation data is signi�cantly reduced for this
model order�

In Figure � two stabilization diagrams are shown� The left diagram is
calculated using the estimation data and the right one using the validation
data� Each diagram is composed of a sequence of bar graphs� For each
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Figure � Stabilization diagram calculated from the estimation data and the
estimated models �left graph and from validation data �right graph� In the
diagrams estimated models of order �� to �� are shown� The models are ob�
tained by employing Kung#s algorithm followed by least�squares estimation
of the C matrix� For each model order a bar graph is shown� The location
of the bars along the abscissa is determined by the frequencies of the modes
in the model� The length of each bar is equal to the corresponding MCI �k�
In the �gure the bar graphs for di
erent model orders are placed on top of
each other and the ordinate axis shows the corresponding model order�

estimated model a bar graph is drawn� The position of the bars along the
abscissa is determined by the frequency of the estimated modes� The length
of each bar is equal to �k� the corresponding MCI� A tall bar �maximum is
� indicates modes of high quality� In the left diagram which corresponds
to the estimation data we can identify � modes with high MCI for models
of order �� and higher� In the right graph corresponding to the validation
data the same modes except one also have high indicators� A possible ex�
planation to why the MCI for the mode at �� Hz is low is that the validation
channels do not contain this mode� Hence� the division between estimation
and validation channels is not appropriate� For models with orders larger
and equal to �� a high quality mode appears in the right diagram� This
might indicate that the validation channels contain a mode which is not
very signi�cant in the estimation data�

Based on this we decide to use model order �� in the subsequent identi�
�cation work since it adequately models the � dominant modes�

Once the model order is decided upon we now focus on prediction error
minimization by parameterizing the model and perform a Gauss�Newton op�
timization� We use all �� accelerometer channels to obtain the best possible
model given the data at hand� A new Hankel matrix is constructed with
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Kung#s alg� C re�est� PEM
�V ���� ���� ����

Table � Model quality for estimated models of order ��� The quality mea�

sure �V ��� is the average squared ��norm of the di
erence between the
measured signals and the model�

Kung#s alg PEM
f �Hz � �" MCI � f �Hz � �" MCI �

������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
������ ������� ������ ������ ������ ������
������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������

������� ������ ������ ������� ������ ������
������� ������ ������ ������� ������ ������
������� ������ ������ ������� ������ ������
������� ������ ������ ������� ������ ������

Average ������ Average ������

Table � Modal parameters of estimated model of order ��� All �� output
channels have been used in the estimation� Notice that one mode� f � �����
of the the initial model delivered by Kung#s algorithm is unstable�

the number of block rows i � ��� Kung#s algorithm is employed to estimate
a model of order �� and followed by the least�squares estimation of C ����
This initial model is transformed to the block�diagonal form ��� to allow a
minimal parameterization� This model structure has �� parameters in the
block diagonal A matrix and �� � �� parameters in the C matrix which
yields a total of ��� parameters to be estimated� This might seem as a very
large amount of parameters for a non�linear optimization� However� since
the major part of the parameters originate from the C matrix� the corre�
sponding gradient calculations for these parameters are particularly simple�
The results from the estimation are presented in the next section�

��� Results

The results from the three subsequent identi�cation steps are reported in

Table �� Calculated on all data the loss function �V from ��� is reduced
from the initial value of ���� to ���� by the least�squares estimation of
C followed by the prediction error minimization� In relative terms this
constitutes a reduction by ���"�

In Table � the estimated modal frequencies� damping ratios and corre�
sponding MCIs are presented� Notice that one mode� f � ����� of the the
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Figure � Selected measured �solid and simulated �dashed normalized ac�
celerations� The simulated outputs originate from an estimated model of
order ��� Top graphs show wing tip vertical acceleration� Middle graphs
show nacelle lateral acceleration and bottom graphs show vertical acceler�
ation of rear fuselage� The left graphs show the ��� �rst samples of the
corresponding right graphs�
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initial model delivered by Kung#s algorithm is unstable� The subsequent
PEM iterations� however� yielded a stable model�

From the high Modal Coherence Indicators we can conclude that all
identi�ed frequencies are of high quality�

In Table � the average of the MCIs �k are shown� We see from the
average values that the prediction error minimization step improved the
overall Modal Coherence� The PEM step has moved the frequencies only
marginally but the damping ratios are more a
ected�

A comparison between the simulated impulse response from the esti�
mated model and the measured signals are shown in Figure � for a selection
of three accelerometer channels� The left graphs depict the initial ��� sam�
ples of the graphs shown to the right� All the graphs indicate that the
estimated model is of high quality both for high frequency modes as well as
the low frequency modes�

��� Discussion

The method described produced a state�space vibrational model which de�
scribes the measured accelerations with high accuracy� Even though the
model is of considerable size ��� states and �� outputs the computational
load is quite manageable� This stems from the fact that the realization
algorithm produced an initial model of high quality and the particular pa�
rameterization used in the prediction error method� Moreover� the Modal
Coherence quality measure and the global cross�validation� using indepen�
dent output channels� provide signi�cant aid� both when deciding model
order and in the evaluation of the �nal model� As a result� the estimated
modal frequencies and damping ratios can be used to further evaluate the
vibrational properties of the aircraft for safety and comfort reasons�

� Conclusions

We have found that the chosen identi�cation method builds models that
very accurately can reproduce the vibrational behavior of the aircraft� The
initial � realization based� step gives a very good model� that is marginally�
but clearly� further improved by a prediction error method� The vibrational
modes of the resulting model are consistent with those obtained by other
techniques� All in all� the methodology described here has been adopted by
the SAAB Aircraft company for vibrational mode analysis and particularly
for �utter analysis� and has been found to be a time saving complement to
conventional Fourier transform based techniques�
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